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Abstract. Anomaly detection is an important problem with many applications in
industry. This paper introduces a new methodology for detecting anomalies in a
real laser heating surface process recorded with a high-speed thermal camera (1000
fps, 32×32 pixels). The system is trained with non-anomalous data only (32 videos
with 21500 frames). The proposed method is built upon kernel density estimation
and is capable of detecting anomalies in time-series data. The classiﬁcation should
be completed in-process, that is, within the cycle time of the workpiece.
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1. Introduction
Anomaly detection is the task of ﬁnding anomalous events that differ a great deal from
the normal behavior of a system. Anomaly detection usually involves the computation of
an abnormality score. If the abnormality score is higher than a given threshold, the in-
stance is considered anomalous. Anomalies are usually associated with a negative impact
on the process under study.
In this paper, a novel anomaly detection method is developed to a laser surface heat
treatment process. A laser surface heat treatment process aims to modify the mechanical
properties of the steel by increasing the surface temperature. An anomaly in laser surface
heat treatment could mean that the surface is not heated to a high enough temperature
or the heated zone is out of tolerance. Anomaly detection [1] has been applied to other
laser applications. For example, [2] used continuous hidden Markov models to detect
anomalies in laser welding. They also solved the same problem in [3] by tracking the
sputters during the laser welding process using a high-speed thermal camera and Kalman
ﬁlters [4]. Another interesting approach to anomaly detection is based on D-Markov
machines [5]. D-Markov machines can take into account spatio-temporal information
using overlapping sliding windows of size D and with a space discretization. Kernel
density estimation (KDE) has also been used in many anomaly detection problems [6,7].
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2. Data
2.1. Data Description
We have used data from a real laser surface heat treatment process applied to 32 cylindri-
cal workpieces made of steel. A thermal camera (NIT Taychon 1024 μCore@1000 fps,
32×32 pixels) recorded a video for each workpiece. Each pixel value ranges from 0 to
1024 and is equivalent to its temperature. Each video contains 21,500 frames (cycle time
of 21.5 seconds for each workpiece). However, the laser spot is visible from the cam-
era during approximately 20,700 frames (different videos can have different number of
frames where the laser spot is visible). There is a constraint on the classiﬁcation process:
the workpiece should be classiﬁed within its cycle time (in-process classiﬁcation). Dur-
ing the laser surface heating process, the laser spot moves with a ﬁxed pattern (100Hz
frequency) as shown in Figure 1(a). The recorded surface of the workpiece is 10× 20
mm. Nevertheless, the pattern is modiﬁed during around 3800 frames (from frame 2200
to frame 6000) to avoid an obstacle in the cylindrical piece that cannot be heated by the
laser. This change in the pattern should be taken into account because normal behaviour
will be deﬁned differently in speciﬁc time-frames of the process.
2.2. Data Preprocessing
Before the laser spot movement can be processed, we have to obtain the laser spot posi-
tion in each frame. We then extract the differences between one frame and the next for
the entire video. The result is a subtraction video that shows the variation in the surface
temperature of the piece. As the laser spot is moving, it applies energy to different zones
of the surface. The regions that are heated by the laser spot exhibit higher pixel values in
the subtraction video. Finally, we compute the centroid for the regions of the surface with
higher pixel values in the subtraction video. This gives us the coordinates of the position
of the laser spot on each frame of the video, see Figure 1(b). The set of positions (one
for each frame of the video) will be used as a summary of the video to detect anomalies
in the laser spot movement.
3. Methodology
The methodology used to detect anomalies takes into account both the spatial and tem-
poral characteristics of the laser spot positions by generating multiple KDE models to
characterize the movements of the laser. Many techniques have been proposed to select
a good bandwidth for the KDE, but we use Scott’s rule [8] in all experiments.
3.1. Training
The system was trained using information about the normal processes. First, we had to
split each video in space and time. We divided the frames into W non-overlapping con-
secutive temporal windows. Next, we partitioned the space in each temporal window. To
do this, we used uniform partitioning [9] is used on the vertical (V partitions) and hori-
zontal (H partitions) axes. This partition created a matrix of W ×V ×H spatio-temporal
regions.
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After completing the spatial and temporal partitioning, we proceeded as follows to
train a KDE model for each spatio-temporal region:
1. Find the set of laser spot positions in a spatio-temporal region d, i.e. Origin =
{xt | xt ∈ [0,32]× [0,32]} where stands for the laser spot position found in the
t-th frame of the video, represented by its vertical and horizontal components.
2. Train a KDE model for d with the successive positions of the set Origin, i.e, with
the positions Destination= {xt+1 | xt+1 ∈ [0,32]× [0,32]}. Destination laser spot
positions could be outside region d.
The KDE model for a spatio-temporal region d gives an estimate of where the laser
spot placed within region d in the current frame should be in the next frame. In a normal
video, if two positions of the laser spot, xt and xk, are very close to each other, then the
next positions at frame t+1 and k+1, xt+1 and xk+1, are expected to be very close too.
Uniform partitioning is better suited for our model because all the positions of a region
(Origin set) are very close to each other. As we train the model with non-anomalous
videos, the Destination set contains positions very close to each other. That implies that
region-wise KDE models will be more accurate because the higher probabilities are con-
ﬁned to a small area on the surface of the workpiece (where the Destination positions
lie). The result of the training process is a matrix of KDE models of sizeW ×V ×H. The
estimated probability density of each bivariate individual KDE model is:
fˆ (x) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
1
2π
√
|Σˆ|
exp
(
−1
2
(x−xi)T Σˆ−1(x−xi)
)
(1)
where n is equal to the number of training positions (positions in the Destination set), xi
represents training positions and Σˆ the covariance matrix of each individual kernel.
3.2. Classiﬁcation Phase
We deﬁne a movement as the transition from a laser spot position at frame t (origin) to a
laser spot position at frame t + 1 (destination). Therefore, the number of movements in
a video is equal to the “number of laser spot positions”− 1. The implemented anomaly
detection uses the matrix of KDE models to evaluate the likelihood of each individual
movement in a test video. First, the laser spot positions are extracted as described in
Section 2.2. Then, the destination position probability density of each movement is com-
puted using the KDE model corresponding to the spatio-temporal region of the origin
position. In other words, if a movement goes from xt in region d to xt+1, xt+1 probability
density is computed (see Equation 1) with the KDE model of the region d. The result
is a vector of likelihoods. Each position of the likelihood vector represents a movement
likelihood. The likelihood vector can be computed on line: the likelihood of a movement
is calculated when the camera sends a new frame. This is important for speeding up the
classiﬁcation process. The likelihood vector can be used to detect anomalies with two
different approaches: log-likelihood evaluation and log-likelihood distribution.
In log-likelihood evaluation, we compute the negative log-likelihood of the complete
sequence of movements using the following expression: NLL = −∑ni=1 log pi, where pi
represents the likelihood of the i-th movement and n stands for the number of movements
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(a) Expected pattern. (b) Laser spot positions
from a video.
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(c) Modiﬁed pattern. (d) Experiment 1 dataset.
Figure 1. (a) Normal and (c) anomalous patterns. (b) Normal and (d) anomalous laser spot positions.
in the video. In order to evaluate the presence of anomalies, the negative log-likelihood is
tested against a threshold T . The heat treatment is considered as anomalous if NLL > T
and as normal otherwise.
Another way to detect anomalies using the likelihood vector is to analyze the log-
likelihood distribution. For each movement, we compute the negative log-likelihood of
getting the negative log-likelihood vector: NLLV= (− log p1, . . . ,− log pi, . . .). A prob-
ability distribution of the negative log-likelihood vector can be calculated using KDE
over NLLV. This probability distribution is calculated for each video. First, a reference
distribution is calculated by combining multiple (in our work, 32) non-anomalous neg-
ative log-likelihood probability distributions. Multiple negative log-likelihood distribu-
tions can be combined in several manners. In this paper, we obtain the average distri-
bution of all non-anomalous distributions. Then, we compare the reference distribution
with the test negative log-likelihood distribution using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence [10]. In order to evaluate the presence of anomalies, the KL divergence is tested
against a threshold T as in log-likelihood evaluation.
4. Results
4.1. Simulating Anomalous Data
Because of the reliability of the process, there are no anomalous data. As we have not
seen any real anomaly, we do not know exactly how it behaves. Therefore, the test was
performed using simulated anomalous data obtained by modifying the normal datasets,
using two types of geometrical anomalies:
• Experiment 1: The positions in segment 6 of Figure 1(a) have been moved to
the right. The other positions were left unmodiﬁed. The objective was to simulate
an incorrect ﬁgure. The result is shown in Figure 1(d). Around 1300 laser spot
positions (6.2% of the total) were moved in each normal dataset.
• Experiment 2: Gaussian noise was introduced to each laser spot position found
in the normal dataset. Different variances were used to test our method: 0.2, 0.1
and 0.05. The objective was to simulate anomalies in the laser positioning system.
4.2. Results and Discussion
All tests were conducted using W = 413 (around 50 frames on each temporal win-
dow), V = 2, H = 2. Table 1 shows the results of the log-likelihood evaluation using
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Table 1. Results for the log-likelihood evaluation. A lower NLL is better.
AVGNorm AVGAnom MAXNorm MINAnom Gap RATIO
Experiment 1 24531.63 29829.66 27580.59 27157.82 -422.77 0.98
Variance 0.2 24531.63 42764.28 27580.59 41428.01 13847.43 1.5
Variance 0.1 24531.63 36373.23 27580.59 34378.32 6797.74 1.25
Variance 0.05 24531.63 31453.18 27580.59 29093.37 1512.78 1.05
leaving-one-out cross-validation. For each experiment, we computed the average neg-
ative log-likelihood for both normal (AVGNorm) and anomalous (AVGAnom) datasets.
In addition, we show the maximum negative log-likelihood (MAXNorm) value obtained
by a normal dataset and the minimum negative log-likelihood value of an anoma-
lous dataset (MINAnom). The difference between MINAnom and MAXNorm is called
gap. All datasets can be correctly classiﬁed if the gap, using a threshold T such that
MAXNorm ≤ T < MINAnom, is positive. The RATIO (MINAnom/MAXNorm) indicates
how many times greater MINAnom is than MAXNorm. The RATIO is insensitive to the
scale. Therefore, it is included to compare the log-likelihood evaluation and the log-
likelihood distribution (see Table 2). RATIO> 1 means that all datasets can be correctly
classiﬁed.
Using the log-likelihood evaluation criterion, we were able to correctly classify all
the anomalous datasets in Experiment 2. We got the same result even with relatively low
variance. For example, using the variance 0.05, we are introducing a variation lower than
0.67 in 99.7% of the positions. The gap in Experiment 1 is negative, so we could not
classify all anomalous datasets correctly. Nevertheless, the average score is around 21%
higher for the anomalous datasets although only one subset of the laser spot positions
was changed.
Table 2 reports the results for the log-likelihood distribution. As opposed to the log-
likelihood evaluation, all anomalous datasets can be correctly classiﬁed. The resulting
ratios are considerably better than for log-likelihood evaluation. On the other hand, the
log-likelihood distribution involves the construction of an additional KDE model and the
computational cost of computing the KL divergence is higher. Variants of Experiment 1
were executed by moving only a subset of points in segment 6. The gap turns negative
when the number of moved points is around 850 (almost 4% of the total). Therefore, the
proposed approach can classify correctly every anomalous dataset with more than 850
positions moved.
As a comparison with state-of-the-art methods, two single multivariate KDE models
were created (using all the positions of the whole region). One KDE model uses the
positions of a normal video and the other uses the test positions. The KL divergence was
computed using the train and test KDEs. The results (not included in the paper) show
a similar performance in Experiment 1, but a poor behaviour in Experiment 2 (the gap
is negative even with a variance of 1.05). That is because it does not take into account
any temporal information. Furthermore, the computational cost of the single multivariate
KDE models is much higher (it cannot be considered in-process).
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Table 2. KL divergence using the log-likelihood distribution. A smaller KL divergence is better.
AVGNorm AVGAnom MAXNorm MINAnom Gap RATIO
Experiment 1 3.05e−3 2.17e−2 9.05e−3 1.62e−2 7.15e−3 1.79
Variance 0.2 3.05e−3 1.80e−1 9.05e−3 1.49e−1 1.40e−1 16.44
Variance 0.1 3.05e−3 7.90e−2 9.05e−3 5.35e−2 4.45e−2 5.92
Variance 0.05 3.05e−3 3.04e−2 9.05e−3 1.24e−2 3.35e−3 1.37
5. Conclusions and Future Work
We developed a new approach to anomaly detection taking into account spatio-temporal
information. The system uses multiple KDE models to output a score of abnormality us-
ing two different approaches: log-likelihood evaluation and log-likelihood distribution.
Experimental tests using simulated anomalous data showed the sensitivity of the pro-
posal even with sub-pixel variations in the laser spot positions. The classiﬁcation can be
completed in-process because part of the process can be executed on line. There are sev-
eral potential future lines of research. First, new ways of setting the abnormality score
might be investigated. The combination of a few anomalous with a large number of nor-
mal datasets with a view to building a more accurate model is another potentially inter-
esting topic of research. Anomalous data should also be used for testing. The detection
of the degradation of the expected pattern is another problem that could be explored by
monitoring the evolution of the abnormality score.
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